The effect of accuracy constraints on three-dimensional movement kinematics.
The kinematics of three-dimensional arm movements were recorded during a task in which subjects were required to place a peg in a hole. The accuracy constraint was varied by using holes of different diameters. If the diameter of the hole was large relative to the diameter of the peg, the tangential velocity profile of hand trajectories was relatively symmetric and bell-shaped, but it became increasingly asymmetric as the diameter of the hole was reduced. Peak tangential velocity decreased, overall movement duration increased and the proportion of the movement spent in deceleration increased systematically. The shape of the accelerative phase of the velocity profile showed little dependence on hole diameter, but the decelerative phase became increasingly irregular as the hole diameter was reduced. This irregularity was attributed to submovements corresponding to small changes in the direction of the hand path. On the other hand, deliberately slowing the movement in the absence of a strict accuracy constraint induced a change in the velocity profile which produced irregularity in both the accelerative and decelerative phases of the movement. The results of our experiments are consistent with the idea that movements requiring extreme accuracy and other slow movements are composed of a series of submovements. In the case of movements requiring accuracy these submovements may represent corrective actions that are taken throughout the course of the movement.